YOUR KIDS UNDERSTAND WHY
HELP
SHARING IS ‘OUTTA THIS WORLD!’
FAMILY Discussion Guide
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Discuss how, when people want the
same thing, sometimes they fight over
it. One person says, “I want the bigger
piece!” And another one says, “I want it
all!” Ask your kids, “How would they
solve that problem?”
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What happened to the USS
Applepies crew when they
wouldn’t share a battery, a
footstool or a screwdriver with each
other?

Talk about how things can go wrong or
arguments can happen when people
won’t share. Ask your kids what they
can do differently.

How do you think Captain Cuke
felt when his friends didn’t
share with him?

Ask your kids to talk about a time when a
friend wouldn’t share with them. How did
that feel?
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Carly didn’t want to share her
special teddy bear with her little
sister. Have you ever had
something special that you didn’t want
to share?

Listen to your child’s story. Think of
something you didn’t want to share and
tell the story to your child.
Acknowledge that sharing can
be hard to do.

What happened on the moon
when explorers found
Mewantium?
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Why did Luntar try to grab
power from everyone? What
could he have done instead?
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How did the USS Applepies
crew help save Luntar’s planet?

Read Matthew 7:7 together and talk
about the importance of asking for
help, instead of taking what you want
like Luntar did in this adventure.

Ask your kids, “Have you
ever helped a friend by
sharing?” How did
that feel? When the
crew shared their
power with the

planet, they
helped many
people. “It is
more blessed
to give than
to receive”
(Acts 20:35).
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Finish the sentence: “If
we have enough to spare, we
________ _____________ _____ ___________ .”

After reading Luke 3:11 together,
brainstorm three ways your family can
share with others.
Every month Focus on
the Family Clubhouse
Jr.® magazine
provides children
with characterbuilding articles,
fun activities, educational
puzzles and creatively told Bible stories.
Friends of VeggieTales can subscribe to
Clubhouse Jr. for 50% off the annual
newsstand price—just $14.99 per year!*
Visit
FocusOnTheFamily.com/VeggiesInSpace
to subscribe to this award-winning
magazine for 3- to 7-year-olds.

*Newsstand price per issue is $2.50
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Cucumber), his loyal first officer, Mr.
Spork (Bob the Tomato)
and the crew of the
USS Applepies as
they take on
Luntar the
Looter (Mr.
Lunt), a
power-hungry
space pirate.
While they dodge
popcorn asteroids
and evade a
super-grabber, will our
Veggie friends learn a
powerful lesson about sharing?

Answer: have enough to share

Blast off with Captain Cuke (Larry the

